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Awards And Financial
Assistance For
Graduate Students
The University of Calgary is very proud of its
Graduate Student Awards program. In
addition to recognizing academic achieve-
ment, scholarships are important in helping
to bridge the gap between the rising cost of
attending university and limited student
income. Attracting top national and interna-
tional students to the University of Calgary
continues to be a very high priority.

We are extremely pleased that our donors
share our commitment to graduate student
awards, and we greatly appreciate the
financial support offered by all of our valued
donors.

Full-time students registered in a graduate
degree program at the University of Calgary
are eligible for awards and financial assist-
ance.

Additional information is available from your
department. Scholarship applications are on
the web at http://www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/
site_schol.htm.

Because this Awards List is published a
considerable time before the opening of the
session, the University reserves the right to
make whatever changes circumstances may
require, including cancellation or addition of
particular awards.

I. University Assistantships
Please refer to the Graduate Student
Appointments Schedule and Funding
Information for more complete informa-
tion about the appointments mentioned in
this section. The Schedule is available at
http://www.grad.ucalgary.ca/policy/
policies_and_procedures.htm.

Each year teaching units have available
varying numbers of graduate assistantships
to be awarded on the basis of merit.
Individuals interested in such appointments
should contact the appropriate program
administrator for information about eligibility,
application deadlines and procedures. The
stipends indicated are subject to change
without notice. Appointments are available
from most units in which graduate programs
are offered.

Categories of appointment include Graduate
Assistantships (Teaching or Non-Teaching),
Graduate Assistantships (Trust), Graduate
Teaching Fellowships and Sessional
Lectureships.

Graduate Assistantships (GA)
(a) A Graduate Assistantship (Teaching) is

an appointment made to assist with the
instructional responsibilities of depart-
ments. GA(T)s are appointed to provide
teaching or instructional service, which
might encompass lecturing assistance,
laboratory supervision, office hours,

grading assignments, tutorial direction,
assistance in preparation of demonstra-
tion and instructional aids, and other
related academic duties.

(b) A Graduate Assistantship (Non-
Teaching) is an appointment made to
assist departments and/or professors
with non-teaching responsibilities. The
duties of a GA(NT) may include, for
example, collecting research data,
interviewing research subjects, biblio-
graphic work or general research
services.

Remuneration paid to Graduate Assistants
must comply with the Graduate Student
Appointments Schedule or the regulations of
the agency providing the funds. At the time
of publishing, the stipend range is $6,221 -
$6,799 per term (four months).

Graduate Assistantships (Trust)
A graduate student is appointed to a
Graduate Assistantships (Trust) to build
academic experience by assisting with a
research project, with duties similar to those
described above for a Graduate
Assistantship (Non-Teaching). GA (Trust)
appointments are funded from the research
support accounts held in trust for University
staff who select and recommend graduate
students for such appointments. The
stipends vary. This type of support is
arranged directly between graduate students
and their prospective supervisors.

Graduate Teaching Fellowships
(GTF)
A Graduate Teaching Fellowship is an award
of merit to a senior graduate student. The
GTF is Instructor of Record for a course. No
GTF may be Instructor of Record in more
than one half-course or one full course at
any one time. The stipend for a GTF will be
no less than $4,000 per four-month term.

Students awarded a Graduate Assistantship
(Teaching, Research, or Trust) or a Graduate
Teaching Fellowship who are not Canadian
citizens or permanent residents must submit
a copy of a valid study permit giving
permission to work before beginning the
Assistantship or GTF.

Sessional Lectureship
A graduate student may be appointed
Sessional Instructor to teach a course as
Instructor of Record.

II. Graduate Research
Scholarships (GRS)
Graduate Research Scholarships are for
research directly related to the student’s
research. No teaching or service duties are
required of graduate students who hold
GRS. To be eligible for a Graduate Research
Scholarship, students must be registered
full-time in the Faculty of Graduate Studies in

a thesis program at the University of Calgary.
Course-based students, qualifying students
and Special Case Admission students are
ineligible.

The stipend is $4,000 per four-month
session (September to December, January
to April, May to August), funded by the
Faculty of Graduate Studies but awarded by
the departments. Full or half-units may be
awarded. Students should check with the
program for application procedures. The
number of units of GRS a student can hold
during a particular program is limited as
follows:

Master’s - 4 units

Doctoral - 6 units

Students registered in the fourth year of a
Master’s program or the sixth year of a
doctoral program are normally ineligible to
hold a GRS.

III. Dean’s Research
Excellence (DREA) Awards
The Faculty of Graduate Studies offers
Dean’s Research Excellence Awards
(DREAs) to Master’s or doctoral students
holding major national scholarships won on a
competitive basis (e.g., Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council, Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council,
or Canadian Institutes of Health Research).
Students must be assessed full program
fees and be registered full-time in the Faculty
of Graduate Studies in a thesis program at
the University of Calgary to be eligible for a
Dean’s Research Excellence Award.
Applications must be submitted no later than
the beginning of the month in which the
award is taken up. Students holding NSERC
or SSHRC awards will receive the DREA
upon presentation of their Payment Activa-
tion Form (PAF) to the Faculty of Graduate
Studies Graduate Scholarship Office.
Students holding CIHR or other non-
TriCouncil national awards must apply for the
Dean’s Research Excellence Award by
sending a letter with proof of the award and
evidence of its competitive nature to the
Graduate Scholarship Office, Faculty of
Graduate Studies, Room 720, Earth
Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
2500 University Drive NW, Calgary, Alberta
T2N 1N4.

IV. Faculty of Graduate
Studies (FGS) Awards
To be eligible for a Faculty of Graduate
Studies Award, students must be registered
full-time in the Faculty of Graduate Studies in
a thesis program at the University of Calgary.
The departments allocate these awards, and
students should check with the program
administrator for application procedures.
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V. Graduate Students’
Association Bursaries
The Graduate Students’ Association makes
available bursaries of up to $1,500 per year
to students who at the time of tenure will be
registered in a graduate program at the
University of Calgary and can demonstrate
financial need. Application forms are
available from the Graduate Students’
Association, 350 MacEwan Student Centre,
telephone (403) 220-5997, and application
deadlines are October 1 and February 1.

VI. Government Financial
Assistance
The provincial and federal governments
make assistance available to students in the
form of loans. In order to be eligible for
assistance, a student must be a Canadian
citizen or permanent resident of Canada and
provide sufficient evidence that financial
assistance is essential to enable the student
to continue her/his education. The amount of
assistance varies. Further details and
application forms are available from Student
Awards and Financial Aid, Room 124, Library
Block, University of Calgary, 2500 University
Drive N.W., Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4.

VII. International Students
International students planning to do
graduate work at the University of Calgary
should be aware that a number of Canadian
scholarship programs require Canadian
citizenship or permanent residence status.
However, the Government of Canada does
support a number of programs designed to
assist individuals who wish to study in
Canada on a study permit. These programs
are usually organized through agencies of
the individual’s own government, and
prospective students are encouraged to
explore these possibilities. International
students may apply for Graduate Research
Scholarships, Graduate Assistantships,
Graduate Teaching Fellowships and FGS
Awards.

VIII. Awards Offered by
Government, Industry and
Others
Many foundations, companies, professional
organizations and other agencies offer
financial support to graduate students. A
number of international, national and
provincial organizations award scholarships
and fellowships that are tenable at this and
at other universities. Details about many of
these awards are available from the
Graduate Scholarship Office, Faculty of
Graduate Studies, Room 720, Earth
Sciences Building, University of Calgary, and
in the Faculty of Graduate Studies Award
Applicant’s Handbook. There are many
websites offering a wide range of scholarship

information. Some of the popular ones
include:

Association for Support of Graduate
Students

www.asgs.com

Association of Universities and Colleges
of Canada (includes directory listing)

www.aucc.ca

Canada Foundation for Innovation
www.innovation.ca

Canadian Bureau for International
Development

www.cbie.ca and www.destineducation.ca

National Aboriginal Achievement
Foundation

www.naaf.ca

Scholarships Canada.com
www.scholarshipscanada.com

School Finder.com
www.schoolfinder.com

StudentAwards.com
www.studentawards.com

IX. University Research
Grants Committee Thesis
Research Grants
The University Research Grants Committee
recognizes that there are instances where
the ordinary resources for thesis research
available through a program or faculty may
not be adequate to attend to certain special
needs of a particular thesis research project
or where unpredictable circumstances have
made it impossible to provide funds from
current budgets.

Thesis Research Grants are made to assist
graduate students with the acquisition of
special equipment, services or materials or
for fieldwork essential to the conduct of their
thesis projects. These awards are competi-
tive. Information is available through the
Office of Research Services, Room 602,
Earth Sciences Building, University of
Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4. Tele-
phone (403) 220-6354.

Field of Study: Any graduate program
leading to a research degree (MA, MSc, PhD
or EdD) or to a professional degree,
provided that the requirements for the
degree involve completion and presentation
of a research project, independent of
individual course requirements.

Value: Maximum of $1,000 to a student
registered in a Master’s degree program,
and $1,500 to a student registered in a
doctoral program.

Duration: Twelve months, non-renewable.

Eligibility: The recipient must be registered
full-time and be actively engaged in thesis
research. Applicants must be able to present
a fully developed research proposal,
approved by their supervisory committee and

evidence that the research work is in
progress at the time of application. For
further details, see the Thesis Research
Grants publication of the University Grants
Committee.

Apply using forms available on the web at
http://www.ucalgary.ca/UofC/research/html/
res_fund/int_grants.html; from the Research
Services Office, Room 602, Earth Sciences
Building, University of Calgary, Calgary,
Alberta T2N 1N4; or, from the program in
which the student is registered.

Deadlines: Applications are accepted twice a
year - 1 April and 1 October.

X. Conference Travel Grant
(Graduate Students)
Graduate Student Travel Grants are made to
assist graduate students in presenting the
results of their thesis research at significant
scientific or scholarly meetings, and equally,
to provide students with an opportunity to
gain experience in conference presentation
and to meet colleagues in universities and
industries who will be of importance to their
future career. These awards are competitive.
Information is available through the Office of
Research Services, Room 602, Earth
Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4. Telephone (403)
220-6354.

Awards are made as a contribution toward
transportation costs, registration fees, if any,
and living expenses. A brief report on the
conference and its value to student
attendees is expected.

Value of Assistance: A maximum of $700.

Assistance: Awards will be paid to the
individual.

Eligibility: Applicants must, at the time the
conference is held, be registered as full-time
graduate students in a thesis program
leading to a Master’s or doctoral degree from
the University of Calgary. Preference will be
given to students in their final or graduating
year. An individual can receive only one
award at the Master’s level and only one at
the doctoral level while at the University of
Calgary. Applicants must be personally
presenting their own thesis work or person-
ally presenting a co-authored contribution
that is based on their thesis work. The
contribution may be in the form of a paper or
a poster session.

Where Tenable: Eligible conferences are
those sponsored by an established aca-
demic or professional organization in the
applicant’s discipline or profession. Their
venue may be in Canada or abroad. The
conference must be an open meeting to
qualified members of the organization,
discipline or the profession. The conference
must also attract participation from a wide
range of organizations and institutions and
not be limited, in practice, to the members of
a particular institution.
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Apply using forms available on the web at
http://www.ucalgary.ca/UofC/research/html/
res_fund/int_grants.html; from the University
Research Services Office, Room 602, Earth
Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4; or, from the
program in which the student is registered.

Deadlines: Applications are accepted twice a
year - 1 April and 1 October.

XI. Awards in the Faculty of
Graduate Studies
The Faculty of Graduate Studies Scholarship
Committee awards the scholarships and
fellowships listed here and unless otherwise
stated in the terms of reference, application
for these awards is made on a single form.
Copies of the application form are available
from the graduate programs and from the
web at http://www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/
site_schol.htm.

Scholarships and fellowships are awarded
on the basis of academic standing and
demonstrated potential for advanced study
and research. Normally, only Master’s
students in the first two years of program
and doctoral students in the first four years
of program are eligible to hold scholarships.
If, in the opinion of the Graduate Scholarship
Committee, a suitable candidate cannot be
found, it reserves the right not to award any
one or any number of scholarship(s) in any
year. Unless otherwise stated, awards are
for one year only. The value and terms of the
awards are subject to change without notice.

Written requests, endorsed by the supervisor
and graduate co-ordinator, for off-campus
tenure of awards should be submitted to the
Dean of Graduate Studies.

Notification of award is sent to successful
candidates as soon as possible after the
adjudication. All award winners are asked to
accept or reject the offer in writing as soon
as possible and no later than one month
from the date on the letter of offer.

Should it become known that a student is
unqualified for any reason, the University
reserves the right to terminate the award(s)
and funds already paid out must be
returned.

The following payment schedule applies to
all awards in the Faculty of Graduate
Studies, unless the terms of reference of the
award specifies otherwise.

If a student has a successful final oral
examination during the tenure of a scholar-
ship, the award will be terminated at the end
of the month following the month in which
the final oral examination was held, or at the
date of the termination of the award,
whichever comes first.

University of Calgary scholarship holders,
i.e., students who have been awarded a
scholarship by the Faculty of Graduate
Studies Scholarship Committee (this does
not include holders of either a GA or GRS),
normally may not hold more than one major

award at the same time. A major award is
normally considered to be $14,000 over
twelve months or $4,600 over four months.
Students who have been offered both a
major award by the Graduate Scholarship
Committee and a major external award must
normally forfeit one of the awards. In such a
case, a student may include the offer of the
forfeited award on a curriculum vitae.

Any scholarship recipient can normally be
awarded Graduate Assistantships as long as
the terms of reference of the scholarship do
not prohibit such combinations. Students are
advised to read the terms of scholarships
carefully in order to determine any restric-
tions. In addition to Assistantships, major
scholarship winners may also accept minor
awards provided prior approval is obtained
from the Graduate Scholarship Committee.

Before accepting other forms of awards or
remuneration, especially those involving
service, students must check with the Chair,
Faculty of Graduate Studies Scholarship
Committee, to ensure that acceptance of the
award does not affect the holder’s full-time
registration status.

Students holding multiple year funding must
submit a copy of their annual report to the
Faculty of Graduate Studies Scholarship
Office not later than the end of the eleventh
month of the registration year.

Method of Application –
Open Competition
Unless otherwise indicated, applications and
all supporting documentation must be sent to
the program in which the student will be
registered, using a Faculty of Graduate
Studies Graduate Scholarship Application
form (http://www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/
site_schol.htm). Students applying for
admission to more than one graduate
program must submit a scholarship applica-
tion to each of the programs to which they
are applying. Check the Program Details
section of the Calendar for specific applica-
tion deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/pubs/
calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_
F.htm).

Method of Application –
Program-Specific Recom-
mended Scholarships
Many of the scholarships listed below are
made by recommendation to the Faculty of
Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee. In
these cases, either an application is made to
the program listed or an application is not
required. Check the “Conditions, Application,
Adjudication, etc.” column for the scholarship
or with the appropriate program.

Please note that full Terms of Reference for
each scholarship listed below are available
from the Graduate Scholarship Office,
Faculty of Graduate Studies, Earth Sciences
Building, Room 720.

Amount of Award Payment

Up to $1,250 One lump sum payment

$1,251 to $5,000 Paid in equal monthly installments over a four month term

$5,001 to $9,000 Paid in equal monthly installments over eight months

Awards over $9,000 Paid in equal monthly installments over twelve months
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Name of Award
Donor/Source of Funds

Fields of
Study

Conditions, Application, Adjudication,
etc:  (unless otherwise stated, applications must
be made to the teaching unit in which a student is
or will be registered, using a Faculty of Graduate
Studies Scholarship Application form (http://
www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/forms.htm). Check
Program Details section of the Calendar for
departmental deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/
pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Number &
Value
(unless

otherwise
stated,
offered

annually)

Eligibility: Unless
otherwise stated, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Alberta Foundation for the Art Three at • Students entering • Application through nomination by Department
Arts Graduate Scholarships  $6,000 each second year of of Art
in the Department of Art the Master of Fine • Awarded on basis of high academic merit in

Endowed by the Alberta Arts program in first year of graduate program
Foundation for the Arts; Art, Painting, Print-
matching grant provided making, Sculpture,
from the Province of Alberta’s Drawing, Mixed
Advanced Education Media, or
Endowment Fund Photography

Alberta Heritage Master’s Unrestricted $2,000 • Open to all second • No application is required; all eligible students
Scholarship Number varies year full-time Master’s will be recommended by their Program’s

according to students who are Graduate Coordinator.
total enrollment Canadian citizens or
in all Alberta permanent residents.
post-secondary • Candidates must
institutions have completed

the first year of a
Master’s program
as a full-time
student and have
confirmed full-time
registration in the
second year of a
Master’s program
at the time of tenure.

Alberta Law Foundation Natural Two at • Students in the • Application forms available from Director,
Graduate Scholarship Resources, $13,000 Faculty of Law Graduate Program, Faculty of Law

Alberta Law Foundation Energy and each • Non-renewable
Environmental
Law

Alberta Real Estate Land use or One at • Open to students • Apply to the Chair, Graduate Scholarship
Foundation Scholarship environmental $10,000 engaged in thesis Committee, Earth Sciences Bldg. Room 720,

Alberta Real Estate Foundation, research research or a University of Calgary, Calgary AB  T2N 1N4.
Calgary directly Master’s degree • Recipients may re-apply for the award.

applicable to project that focuses
real estate on land use or
industry   environment concerns

directly applicable to
real estate. The
research may focus,
for example, on trends,
attitudes, public
receptivity, program
impacts or policy
implications of land
use or environmental
initiatives.

• At the time of tenure,
candidates will be
registered full-time in a
thesis or course-based
Master’s or a doctoral
program. Preference
will be given to
Canadian citizens or
permanent residents
not holding a major
award.
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Name of Award
Donor/Source of Funds

Fields of
Study

Number &
Value
(unless

otherwise
stated,
offered

annually)

Eligibility: Unless
otherwise noted, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Conditions, Application, Adjudication,
etc:  (unless otherwise stated, applications must
be made to the teaching unit in which a student is
or will be registered, using a Faculty of Graduate
Studies Scholarship Application form (http://
www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/forms.htm). Check
Program Details section of the Calendar for
departmental deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/
pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Alberta Research Council Research One at • Students engaged in • Renewable in Open Scholarship Competition
Scholarship areas of  $17,300 thesis research in an

Alberta Research Council interest to the appropriate research
ARC including area
agriculture,
biotechnology,
energy, forestry,
environment,
information
technology, and
manufacturing

ASME Pipeline Systems Engineering: One at • Candidates must be • Open Scholarship Competition
Division Award studies related $1,400 conducting research • Renewal for second year of funding is subject to

Endowed by the ASME to pipeline Two year towards a thesis in a report from the supervisor indicating that
Pipeline Scholarship Fund transportation  term an area specific to the performance justifies renewal.

Field of Study.
• Applicants must be

Canadian citizens or
permanent residents.

BMO Nesbitt Burns Bank Management Two at $5,000 • Open to candidates • No application is required. The Associate Dean,
of Montreal each who, at the time of Calgary MBA Program, Haskayne School of

tenure,will be registered Business, will recommend suitable candidates to
full-time in a Master of the Faculty of Graduate Studies Scholarship
Business Administration Committee for approval.
program in the
Haskayne School of
Business

Martha Biggar Anders Archaeology One at $2,000 • Students in Department • Apply by letter and submission of field work
Memorial Award of Archaeology engaged proposal to Department of Archaeology

Endowed by relatives, friends in field work relating to
and colleagues of the late program of study
Martha Biggar Anders during tenure of award

AOSTRA/Devenny Graduate Environmental One at $500 • Students in a full-time • Apply to the Chair, Graduate Scholarship
Scholarship Engineering Master of Engineering Committee, Earth Sciences Bldg. Room 720,

From funds donated by program with a University of Calgary, Calgary AB  T2N 1N4.
Dr. D. Devenny as a result of specialization in
winning the Karl A. Clark Award   Environmental

Engineering

Bettina Bahlsen Memorial Cellular, One at • Students in • Preference accorded to a student studying under
Graduate Scholarship Molecular, $17,300 Department of a study permit and if possible to a student

Bettina Bahlsen Memorial Fund; Microbial or Biological Sciences entering the first year of graduate studies.
matching grant provided from the Biochemical • Possibility of renewal in Open Scholarship
Province of Alberta’s Advanced Biology Competition
Education Endowment Fund

Bantrel Inc. Graduate Scholarship Management Two at up to • Awarded to students
 $2,500 each entering the MBA or

MBA (Thesis) Program

• Candidates will have
a background in
Engineering
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Name of Award
Donor/Source of Funds

Fields of
Study

Conditions, Application, Adjudication,
etc:  (unless otherwise stated, applications must
be made to the teaching unit in which a student is
or will be registered, using a Faculty of Graduate
Studies Scholarship Application form (http://
www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/forms.htm). Check
Program Details section of the Calendar for
departmental deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/
pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Number &
Value
(unless

otherwise
stated,
offered

annually)

Eligibility: Unless
otherwise stated, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Barker Award Business One at $1,500 • Students entering the • Apply to the Haskayne School of Business.
Calgary Co-Operative Association Administration Master of Business • Deadline is 30 May.
Limited, in honour of W. Gordon Administration program
Barker; matching grant provided with specialization in
from the Province of Alberta’s Entrepreneurship,
Advanced Education Endowment New Venture
Fund   Development and

Marketing

• Tenable during
student’s first year
of the MBA program

Danny Browning, R.N. Graduate Nursing One at $3,500 • Students in the • Application forms available from the Faculty of
Scholarship Faculty of Nursing Nursing

Dr. Jack Browning, in memory of
his wife, Danny Browning

A.T.J. Cairns Memorial Creative Variable, from • Students in the • Apply to the Department of English.
Scholarship Writing $1,000 to Department of English • Deadline is 15 March.

Estate of the late A.T.J. Cairns; in English, $5,000
matching grant provided from the English
Province of Alberta’s Advanced Literature,
Education Endowment Fund related literary

fields

Calgary Chapter, Canadian Nursing One at $1,000 • Canadian citizens or • Application forms available from the Faculty of
Federation of University Women permanent residents Nursing.
Nursing Scholarship registered in or • Must demonstrate both clinical and academic

Endowed through a gift from the admissible to the first achievement
Calgary Chapter, Canadian year of a Master’s • Two letters of reference supporting achievements
Federation of University Women in degree program in
honour of Gertrude M. Hall and the Faculty of Nursing
Margaret M. Street, pioneers in
Nursing Education; matching grant
provided from the Province of
Alberta’s Advanced Education
Endowment Fund

Calgary Institute for the Interdisciplinary One at $7,500, • Open to graduate • Applicants should complete the Graduate
Humanities Graduate Student between plus office students in the final Fellowship application form available at
Fellowship Science or amenities in stages of a doctoral http://www.ucalgary.ca/UofC/Others/CIH.

Calgary Institute for the Humanities Engineering, the Calgary   program. • Deadline is November 30.
and Institute for the • At the time of tenure, • Nonrenewable
Humanities Humanities for the successful • This award can be held concurrently with other

an eight-month candidate will be scholarships but not in conjunction with a
period registered full-time. Teaching or Research Assistantship.

• Candidates must be
either Canadian citizens
or permanent residents.

• The recipient will be
expected to share
research through a
public lecture and in an
Institute seminar, and
to be involved in the
community of scholars
working at the Institute.
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Name of Award
Donor/Source of Funds

Fields of
Study

Number &
Value
(unless

otherwise
stated,
offered

annually)

Eligibility: Unless
otherwise noted, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Conditions, Application, Adjudication,
etc:  (unless otherwise stated, applications must
be made to the teaching unit in which a student is
or will be registered, using a Faculty of Graduate
Studies Scholarship Application form (http://
www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/forms.htm). Check
Program Details section of the Calendar for
departmental deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/
pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Calgary Section, Petroleum Petroleum Two at • One award for a • Open Scholarship Competition
Society of CIM Graduate  Industry  $2,000 each student in the
Scholarship Department of

Calgary Section, Petroleum Chemical and
Society of CIM   Petroleum Engineering;

preference will be given
to a student studying
petroleum reservoir or
petroleum production
engineering.

• One award is for any
petroleum-related field
of study, including, but
not restricted to
engineering, geology,
economics,
management or
social sciences.

Canadian Association of Management One at $500 • Full-time Master of • Apply to the Director of the MBA (Thesis) Program.
Petroleum Producers Award - $800 Business Administration • Deadline is 31 May of the year preceding the

Canadian Association of students in a thesis academic year in which the student will work
Petroleum Producers   program where the full-time on the thesis.

thesis is related to the
management of
Canadian oil and
gas companies

Canadian Corporation for Education in One at $650 • Students in Department • Apply to Department of Physics and Astronomy
University Space Science Space Science of Physics and
Graduate Scholarship Astronomy with a

Canadian Corporation for specialization that
University Space Science relates to education

in space science

Canadian Natural Resources Economics, One at up to • Students in Economics, • Open Scholarship Competition
Limited Graduate Scholarship Geology and $10,000 Geology and

Sceptre Resources Limited; Geophysics, Geophysics,
matching grant provided from the Engineering or Engineering,
Province of Alberta’s Advanced Management or Management
Education Endowment Fund

Chancellor’s Medallion Unrestricted Silver medal • Candidates who have • Each department or unit establishes its own
Faculty of Graduate Studies and certificate been nominated for the procedures for selecting its nominee.

Governor General’s • Award presented annually at November
Gold Medal Convocation

• No application is required.

Department of Chemistry Chemistry One at up to • Students in the • Apply to Department of Chemistry.
Graduate Scholarship $3,000 Department of

Members of the Department of Chemistry
Chemistry, the University of
Calgary, and other private donors;
matching grant provided from the
Province of Alberta’s Advanced
Education Endowment Fund
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Name of Award
Donor/Source of Funds

Fields of
Study

Conditions, Application, Adjudication,
etc:  (unless otherwise stated, applications must
be made to the teaching unit in which a student is
or will be registered, using a Faculty of Graduate
Studies Scholarship Application form (http://
www.grad.ucalgary.ca/fac/forms.htm). Check
Program Details section of the Calendar for
departmental deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/
pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Number &
Value
(unless

otherwise
stated,
offered

annually)

Eligibility: Unless
otherwise stated, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Nat Christie Fellowship Accounting One or two • Candidates who at the • If in any year the Haskayne School of Business
in Accounting annually time of tenure will be is unable to recommend a graduate student,

Nat Christie Foundation • $5,000 for one registered full-time in it will recommend two senior undergraduate
  awarded, or a thesis-based or students whose concentration is in accounting.
• $2,500 each course-based MBA • No application is required. The Accounting
  for two   program in the Chair will either forward a recommendation
  awarded Haskayne School of for a graduate recipient to the Faculty of

Business and who Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee or
have declared a a recommendation for two undergraduate recipients
concentration in to the Academic Awards Committee.
accounting; or
completed an under-
graduate concentration
in accounting.

• The criteria for graduate
students include high
academic achievement.

Shanti Sarup & Shanti Devi Chugh Nursing One at $1,500 • Candidates at the • Applications should be submitted to the Chair,
Graduate Scholarship time of tenure will be Graduate Admissions and Academic Review

Dr. Sarla Sethi in memory registered as full-time Committee, Faculty of Nursing (GAARC) using the
of her parents or part-time students in Graduate Studies Scholarship Application form.

the Faculty of Nursing

Alexa W. Church Graduate Medical One at up • Canadian citizens or • Renewable in open competition
Scholarship in Medical Sciences Sciences to $6,500 permanent residents

Through contributions of the conducting research
B.C. Church family within an area in

medical sciences
• Preference given to a

student with a rural
background

Ron T. Clare Memorial Fellowship Chemical One at $2,000 • Preference will be • No application is required. The Department
Family, Colt Engineering, Engineering given to those Head/Graduate Coordinator of the Department of
W.Y. Svrcek, T. Vysniauskas, individuals who have Chemical and Petroleum Engineering will
W.D. Sim, extended family, friends completed the majority recommend a slate of candidates to the selection
and colleagues of Ron T. Clare   of their primary and Committee, who will forward their

secondary school recommendation(s) to the Faculty of Graduate
education in the Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.
Province of Alberta and
who are also residents
of the Province of
Alberta.

Cogeco Inc. Graduate Scholarship Communi- One at $5,000 • Students in a thesis or • Apply to the Graduate Program in
Cogeco Inc. cations Studies course-based program Communications Studies

in Communications
Studies
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pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Albert Comanor Memorial Social Work One at $1,000 • Students in Social Work • Apply to the Faculty of Social Work.
Graduate Social Work Scholarship • Preference given to • The Faculty of Social Work will recommend a

Endowed by family, friends, and students in a course- suitable recipient to the Faculty of Graduate
colleagues from the University of based program Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.
Calgary and elsewhere in Canada
and the United States in honour of
Albert Comanor, Professor Emeritus;
matching grant provided from the
Province of Alberta’s Advanced
Education Endowment Fund

Constantinian Order Scholarship Religious One at $500 • Students in the • Apply to Department of Religious Studies
International Constantinian Order, Studies Department of
Bailiwick of Western Canada   Religious Studies

• Preference given to
applicants studying
some aspect of the
formation and
development of
Christianity

Coutts Family Western Canadian Western One at $2,000 • Students who, at time • Apply by letter to Head, Department of
Graduate Archaeology Scholarship Canadian of application, are Archaeology

David B. Coutts Archaeology registered in their first • Award held during student’s second year of studies
year in Department of • Deadline is 1 February of student’s first year.
Archaeology

Coutts Family Western Canadian Western One at $2,000 • Students who at time • Apply by letter to Head of Department of History.
Graduate History Scholarship Canadian of application are • Award held during student’s first year of studies

David B. Coutts History eligible to register in • Deadline - 1 April of year in which graduate
their first year in study begins
Department of History

Jim and Jean Cragg Doctoral Ecology One at $6,000 • Awarded for a • No application is required. The Head, Department
Scholarship in Biological Science • Beginning in two-year term of Biological Sciences, will recommend a suitable

Dr. James B. Cragg came to the   2002/03 the • Full-time doctoral candidate to the Faculty of Graduate Studies
University of Calgary as Head of   scholarship students in the Scholarship Committee for approval.
the Department of Biology and   will be Department of
launched the University’s   offered every Biological Sciences
Kananaskis Centre. As Vice-   second year with a
President (Academic), he was   provided a specialization in
instrumental in the creation of the   suitable Ecology.
Faculty of Environmental Design   candidate is • Preference will be
where he later served as a   is available given to students
professor for a decade. Dr. Cragg conducting research
was also a Killam Professor. with an emphasis
Jean Cragg taught in the Faculty on biological
of Social Work for four years after productivity, and/or
their arrival in Calgary. This award human welfare.
is made possible through the • Preference will be
generosity of Jim and Jean Cragg given to students
and their commitment to the studying under a
leaders of the future, the study permit.
environment and the sustainable
planet.
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of Calgary

Jim and Jean Cragg Doctoral Environmental One at $6,000 • Awarded to a student • No application is required. The Dean of the
Scholarship in Environmental Design • Awarded for a entering the Faculty Faculty of Environmental Design will recommend
Design   two-year term of Environmental a suitable candidate to the Faculty of Graduate

Dr. James B. Cragg came to the • Beginning in Design doctoral Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.
University of Calgary as Head of the   2003/04 the program in the area of
Department of Biology and launched   scholarship will environmental
the University’s Kananaskis Centre.   be offered sustainability in the
As Vice-President (Academic), he   every second the natural and/or
was instrumental in the creation of   year provided built environments.
the Faculty of Environmental   a suitable • Candidates must hold
Design where he later served as   candidate is a Master’s degree.
a professor for a decade. Dr. Cragg   available • Preference will be
was also a Killam Professor. Jean given to students
Cragg taught in the Faculty of studying under a
Social Work for four years after study permit.
their arrival in Calgary. This
award is made possible through
the generosity of Jim and Jean
Cragg and their commitment to the
leaders of the future, the environ-
ment and the sustainable planet.

Peter C. Craigie Memorial Humanities One at $5,000, • Students who have • Apply to Faculty of Humanities.
Scholarship  offered every completed one term

Peter C. Craigie Memorial  second year of study in a program
Scholarship Fund endowed by of studies leading
friends, family, and colleagues, in to a Master’s degree
honour and in grateful memory of in a department in
Peter Craigie; matching grant Faculty of Humanities
provided from the Province of • Recipient must have
Alberta’s Advanced Education an outstanding schol-
Endowment Fund. Dr. Craigie was astic record and will
Vice-President (Academic) at the have been involved
University and served as Dean of in activities contributing
the Faculty of Humanities and to general welfare of
Professor of Religious Studies. University community.

Christ Church Peter Craigie Religious One at $1,000 • Students in Department • Apply by letter to Graduate Administrator,
Memorial Graduate Award  Studies of Religious Studies Department of Religious Studies.

Parishioners of Christ Church, with a specialization in
Calgary; matching grant provided Biblical Studies
from the Province of Alberta’s
Advanced Education Endowment
Fund

John M. Dalgarno Memorial Award Economics One at $1,500 • Students in Department • Apply to Department of Economics.
Frank R. Anton; matching grant of Economics working
provided from the Province of on a thesis (MA) or
Alberta’s Advanced Education project (MEc) related to
Endowment Fund Agricultural Economics

Murray L. Davis MBA Scholarship Management One at $1,000 • Candidates will be full- • No application required
Samuel and Ida Switzer and family, time students in the • The Director of the Enterprise Development
MBA Alumni, and Friends second year of an Program, Haskayne School of Business will

Master of Business recommend a suitable candidate to the
Administration Enter- Faculty of Graduate Studies Scholarship
prise Development Committee for approval.
program and must have
demonstrated the
promise of developing
a successful
entrepreneurial venture
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.htm).

William H. Davies Medical Medical Variable number • Students conducting • Apply to Assistant Dean (Medical Sciences).
Research Scholarships Sciences at $3,000- research within the • Deadline is 1 April.

Endowed through bequest of the $11,000 Faculty of Medicine • Renewable in open competition
late William H. Davies • Amount of award

depends upon candi-
date’s qualifications,
experience, and
graduate program.

Dean’s Research Excellence Unrestricted $3,000 • Open to doctoral and • Eligible students must submit a letter that includes
Awards • Determined Master’s students proof of the award and evidence of the competitive

  annually by registered full-time in nature of the award to the Graduate Scholarship
  the Dean of thesis-based programs Office, Faculty of Graduate Studies, Earth Sciences
  Graduate in the Faculty of Bldg. Room 720, University of Calgary,
  Studies   Graduate Studies who Calgary AB  T2N 1N4.

are in receipt of a major • Deadline is the end of the month in which the
award from a national major award is taken up.
granting council
(NSERC, SSHRC,
CIHR, etc.) won in an
open competition.

• The award is made to
those students in the
year(s) they hold
national granting
council funding and
are paying full
program fees.

Dean’s Special Doctoral Unrestricted Up to five at • Students in doctoral • Apply to the Chair, Graduate Scholarship
Scholarships $15,000 each programs Committee, Earth Sciences Bldg. Room 720,

• Award cannot be University of Calgary, Calgary AB  T2N 1N4.
combined with any using Graduate Scholarship Application form.
other major scholarship • Renewable in Open Scholarship Competition
or fellowship.

Dean’s Special Entrance Open Four at $8,000 • Applicants must be • Apply to the Chair, Graduate Scholarship
Scholarships each entering a first year of Committee, Earth Sciences Bldg. Room 720,

graduate work after an University of Calgary, Calgary AB  T2N 1N4.
absence from full-time using Graduate Scholarship Application form.
study at a university • Append a description of family responsibilities,
for a minimum of three no longer than one page, to the application.
years for purposes of • Award is non-renewable.
raising children, caring
for elderly parents or
other demanding
family responsibilities.

Thomas Dick Graduate Humanities, One at up to • Open to students • Applications should be submitted to the Chair,
Scholarship in Humanities focusing on $1,000 entering or enrolled Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee,

Endowed by the family of cultural in any department Faculty of Humanities.
Thomas S. Dick diversity with of the Faculty of

a goal of Humanities
increasing • Preference will be
tolerance in given to mature
religious and students.
racial relations
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Archibald Waynne Dingman Petroleum One at $3,000 • Open to students • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Memorial Graduate Scholarship Industry entering or enrolled Faculty of Graduate Studies, Room 720,

Award endowed through a bequest in a program leading Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
of the late Corinne Patteson, to a Master’s or doctoral Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
in memory of her father. degree in the Field of

Study.

Gordon H. Dixon Graduate Biochemistry One at $500 • Students in • No application required
Studentship and Molecular Biochemistry and • Recipient will be selected by the Graduate

Contributions from friends, Biology Molecular Biology Education Committee, Biochemistry and Molecular
colleagues and scientists who Biology graduate program.
trained under Dr. Dixon’s
supervision and contributions from
the Faculty of Medicine and the
Building on the Vision Campaign,
University of Calgary, as a tribute
to his outstanding contributions to
scholarship and education.
Dr. Dixon was a Professor in the
Department of Medical Biochemistry,
Faculty of Medicine, University of
Calgary, from 1974 to 1994 and
served as Head of the Department
of Medical Biochemistry from 1983
to 1988. He contributed to the
research training of over 50
graduate students and post-doctoral
fellows who are on faculty at
universities from coast to coast in
Canada as well as abroad.

Jake Duerksen Memorial Biology One at up to • Students enrolled in • Apply to Department of Biological Sciences.
Scholarship $2,000 Department of

Family and friends of Jake Biological Sciences
Duerksen; matching grant provided for a minimum of one
from the Province of Alberta’s academic year at time
Advanced Education Endowment of application
Fund

Economics Society of Calgary Economics One at $2,000 • Students registered • Apply to Chair, Graduate Studies Committee,
Graduate Scholarship in or admissible to Department of Economics.

Economics Society of Calgary; the first year of a • Deadline is 1 March.
matching grant provided from the graduate program in
Province of Alberta’s Advanced Department of
Education Endowment Fund   Economics

Family Nursing Unit Scholarships Family Two awards of • Candidates at the time • Applications should be submitted to the Chair,
The Family Nursing Unit is an Systems $1,000 each: of tenure will be Graduate Admissions and Academic Review
outpatient research and education Nursing •  one in the registered full or part- Committee, Faculty of Nursing (GAARC) using
clinic for assisting families suffering    Master of time in family systems the Graduate Scholarship Application form.
with serious illness.    Nursing nursing in the

   Program and Faculty of Nursing.
   one in the
   PhD program
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Safiya Fathi Graduate Scholarship Contemporary One at $5,000 • Students in any • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Anonymous; this award was social, cultural, department in the Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,
established in the name of Safiya development, Faculties of Humanties, Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
Fathi, a woman from the Iranian economic, Social Sciences, Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4
city of Sabzevar. The endowment political or Communication and • Award renewable
of this award advances the study of modern Culture, the Resources • Deadline is 30 May.
women’s issues in the Middle East. historical and the Environment
The research associated with the studies of Program (RESR), or
award facilitates awareness and women in the doctoral students in
communication of issues and Middle East. the Faculty of
trends in contemporary Middle The scope of Environmental Design.
East society. the region of Applicants must be

the Middle East be developing a thesis
shall be as in the relevant field of
defined by the study.
International • Selection criteria
Journal of include: academic
Middle East standing of candidate;
Studies. excellence of the

proposed candidate’s
familiarity with the
relevant languages and
cultures; relationship of
application to research
phase of applicant’s
thesis; and rotation of
relevant countries of
study

Marion Janet & Ian Stormont Finance $25,000 • Candidates who at • No application is required. The Dean of
Forbes Graduate Scholarships annually; two the time of tenure the Haskayne School of Business will recommend

Endowed by the estate of Marion awards in the will be registered suitable candidates to the Faculty of Graduate
Janet and Ian Stormont Forbes MBA program full-time in an MBA Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.

and one award or PhD program in • Deadline is 30 May.
in the PhD the Haskayne School
program of Business

Friends of Head-Smashed-In Canadian One at $5,000 • Canadian citizens or • Apply to Department of Archaeology.
Graduate Scholarship Plains permanent residents • Recipient selected with concurrence of Executive

Friends of Head-Smashed-In Archaeology whose research is Committee of the Friends of the Head-Smashed-In
Buffalo Jump Interpretive Centre and Prehistory   centered anywhere in Buffalo Jump Interpretive Centre

the Canadian Plains • Holder of award is expected to address membership
• Preference given to of the Friends of Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump

applicants whose Interpretive Centre on topic of his/her research
research focuses on at least once during each year of tenure of award.
Alberta Plains • Renewable once upon demonstration that

satisfactory progress is being made.
• Further renewals in open competition

Dr. Murray Fraser Memorial Open One at up to • Candidates who at • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Graduate Scholarship $1,500 the time of tenure Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,

Graduate Students’ Association of will be registered Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
the University of Calgary, in full-time in a graduate Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
grateful memory of Dr. Murray degree program at the
Fraser, former President of the University of Calgary
University of Calgary, who was
instrumental in helping establish
the GSA Bursary endowment fund
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James Frideres Award in Sociology One at $250 • Offered to the most • Members of the Department of Sociology will
Quantitative Sociology outstanding under- nominate candidates for this award. If the nominee

Dr. James Frideres   graduate or graduate is a graduate student, the nomination will be
student in the area of forwarded to the Faculty of Graduate Studies
quantitative sociology. Scholarship Committee for approval.
Consideration will be
given to academic
merit, preparation of a
paper, involvement in
research or other forms
of scholarship, which
the committee recog-
nizes as outstanding
achievement in the
area of quantitative
sociology.

Gallagher-Galileo Fellow Integration of One at $25,000 • Full-time post- • Awarded through nomination by the Dean of the
(Doctoral or Postdoctoral) technology into candidacy students Faculty of Education in consultation with the

Gallagher Foundation for teaching and or post-doctoral Galileo Centre staff
Education: Jack Gallagher learning candidates in

Education
• Thesis/research

related to the work
of the Galileo Project

John O. Galloway Memorial Geology and One at $5,000 • Students enrolled in • Apply to Department of Geology and Geophysics.
Scholarship Geophysics a Master’s program in

Family of John O. Galloway Department of
and associated companies; Geology and
matching grant provided from Geophysics
the Province of Alberta’s Advanced • Must have completed
Education Endowment Fund a minimum of two

academic terms of
full-time graduate work
before commencement
of award

Karen Gammie Graduate Paediatric One at $2,000 • Students in a full-time, • Application form available from the Faculty of
Scholarship Nursing course-based Master Nursing

Karen Gammie Memorial Fund of Nursing program
of the Calgary Real Estate Board with a stated interest
Charitable Foundation in paediatric nursing

• Preference is given to
students who also have
interest in intensive
care, and who are
Calgary residents.

Paul F. Gans Scholarship Project One at $2,000 • Full-time students • Recipient recommended by a joint committee of
PCL-Braun-Simons Ltd. Management pursuing the Project Department of Civil Engineering and Haskayne

Management School of Business
Specialization in either
an MEng or MBA
program
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Ron Ghitter Award in Advocacy and One at $2,500 • Students entering or • Graduate students should apply to Chair, Graduate
Human Rights exploration of enrolled in a Master’s Scholarship Committee, Faculty of Graduate

Endowed by the Honourable human rights or doctoral program, Studies, Rm. 720, Earth Sciences Building,
Ron Ghitter and Myrna Ghitter   or students entering University of Calgary, Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.

the final year of the
LLB program in the
Faculty of Law or the
final year of the MD
program in the Faculty
of Medicine, or students
entering the final year
of any undergraduate
program

Governor General’s Gold Medal Unrestricted Two annually • Students in all • Each graduate program establishes its own
Governor General of Canada programs leading to a procedures for selecting its nominee.

graduate degree who • Award presented annually at November Convocation
have graduated the • No application is required.
previous June or who
will be graduating in
November

• Candidates must be
nominated by the
teaching unit in which
they have conducted
studies leading to the
graduate degree.

Graduate Faculty Council Unrestricted $5,000 • Students in the • Open Scholarship Competition
Scholarship Number varies Faculty of Graduate
University of Calgary Graduate Studies
Faculty Council

Donald R. Hayes Memorial Music One at $400 • Students in Depart- • Apply to Department of Music.
Scholarship Education- ment of Music • May be renewed once

Kodály Society of Canada and the Kodály concentration
graduates of the Kodály Diploma • Candidates must be
Program (Faculty of Fine Arts, taking a concentration
University of Calgary) of graduate work in

area of the educational
philosophy, principles
and practices associated
with Zoltan Kodály

Margaret P. Hess Graduate Environmental One at $3,000 • Students in Faculty • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Scholarship Protection, of Graduate Studies Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,

Margaret Hess; matching grant Land Use, who are Canadian Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
provided from the Province of Ecology citizens or permanent Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
Alberta’s Advanced Education residents.
Endowment Fund • Preference given to

candidates whose area
of study focuses on the
Rocky Mountains and
Eastern Slopes or the
Arctic/Sub-arctic
regions. Research into
the question of balance
between protection of
natural habitats and
economic use of lands
is also encouraged.
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Richard Hirabayashi Graduate Education One at up to • Students entering or • Apply to the Dean, Faculty of Education
Scholarship $1,000 enrolled in a full or

Endowed by the family and friends part-time program
of Dr. Richard Hirabayashi   leading to a Master’s or

doctoral degree in the
Faculty of Education

Lynda R. Hodges-Zwerman Communi- One at $3,000 • Students in the • Apply to the Graduate Program in Communications
Memorial Scholarship cations Studies Master of Communi- Studies. A letter presenting career achievements,

Lynda R. Hodges-Zwerman (Electronics) cations Studies objectives and the role of the proposed studies
Memorial Scholarship Fund program (Electronic in meeting these is required, as well as transcripts
endowed by family and friends, Media specialization) and a minimum of two letters of reference.
in honour and memory of Lynda; • Emphasis is placed on the career information.
and matching grant provided from
the Province of Alberta’s Advanced
Education Endowment Fund.
Lynda’s career spanned 20 years
of Public Service Broadcasting with
the CBC, PBS and Access, plus
six years of college teaching in
radio and television

J.B. Hyne Graduate Scholarship Unrestricted One at $2,400 • Students in the Faculty • Open Scholarship Competition
Contributions from friends and of Graduate Studies
associates as a tribute to J.B. Hyne,
the first Dean of the Faculty of
Graduate Studies at the University
of Calgary; matching grant
provided from the Province of
Alberta’s Advanced Education
Endowment Fund

Bruce M. Irons Memorial Civil One at $4,500 • Students enrolled in • Apply to the Department of Civil Engineering.
Scholarship Engineering the Department of

Bruce M. Irons Memorial Civil Engineering
Scholarship Fund endowed by • Preference is given
relatives, friends and colleagues to students developing
in honour of the late Bruce Moncur or using numerical
Irons; matching grant provided from methods in their
the Province of Alberta’s Advanced research.
Education Endowment Fund;
also royalty payments from books
written by Bruce Irons. Bruce was
Professor of Civil Engineering at
the University of Calgary and a
pioneer in the development of the
Finite Element Method of Analysis

Harry and Laura Jacques Unrestricted One at $3,500 • Both academic • Open Scholarship Competition
Scholarship standing and financial

Endowed through a bequest from need will be considered
the estate of the late Laura Jacques in making award.
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W. Frank Johns/Calgary Real Business One at $1,000 • Students registered • Apply to the Haskayne School of Business
Estate Board Award Administration full-time in Master of • Deadline is 30 May of the year in which program

Calgary Real Estate Board Business Administration commences.
Cooperative Limited, in Honour of program
W. Frank Johns, F.R.I.; matching • The award is tenable
grant provided from the Province during a student’s
of Alberta’s Advanced Education first year of the
Endowment Fund MBA program.

Richard Johnston Award in Music One at $1,000 • Candidates who at the • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Chamber Music Composition time of tenure will be Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,

registered full-time in Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
the Department of Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
Music

• Preference will be
given to students who
have demonstrated an
advanced ability in
chamber music
composition.

Journal of Family Nursing Family Two at $1,000 • Candidates at the time • Apply to Chair, Graduate Admissions and Academic
Graduate Scholarships Systems each; plus of tenure will be Review Committee, Faculty of Nursing (GAARC)

Dr. Janice Bell, Editor of the Nursing subscriptions to registered full or using the Graduate Scholarships Application form.
Journal of Family Nursing the Journal of part-time in family

Family Nursing systems nursing in the
Faculty of Nursing at
the University of
Calgary.

Norman J. Kennedy Graduate Music One at $2,000 • Students in the • Apply to the Department of Music.
Scholarship Department of Music

Mrs. Doris Kennedy in memory of • Preference is given
her husband Norman J. Kennedy to students studying
(1905-1970) in recognition of the music education.
contribution he made to the musical
life of the City of Calgary

Izaak Walton Killam Memorial Unrestricted Approximately • Students in a doctoral • Two year award
Scholarships 6 awards made • Students holding major, • Further renewal in open competition

Endowed through a bequest of the annually at external scholarships • Candidates will normally be in the first or second
late Dorothy J. Killam $20,100 plus may be eligible to year of program at the time of application.

$3,000 research hold an Honorary Students wishing to apply for the scholarship to be
allowance; award held in years 4 and 5 will be required to provide a
Approximately rationale outlining the reasons why they should
10 honorary be considered.
awards which
include $3,000
research
allowance
program
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Eligibility: Unless
otherwise stated, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Donald N. Byers Memorial Killam Unrestricted One at $1,000 • Successful New • Final selection is made at meeting of Killam
Prize for Best Statement of Killam Scholars Committee and Trustees held each Fall.
Program of Studies and Research • Calgary Killam • If there is a tie, award is divided among winners.

Committee annually • Committee reserves right not to make an award
reviews Program in any given year.
Statement by each
successful New Killam
Scholar and identifies
clearest and best-
presented plan of study
and research among all
successful candidates

Sheriff Willoughby King Prevention of Up to two at • Canadian citizens or • Apply to Faculty of Social Work.
Memorial Scholarship Family Violence $5,000 each permanent residents

Estate of Sheriff Willoughby King and the enrolled in a Master
Treatment of of Social Work degree
the Victims of program
Family Violence • One award to a

candidate studying in
the area of prevention
and one award to a
candidate studying in
the area of treatment

KIS-94 Graduate Scholarship Satellite One at $2,000 • Students in the • Apply to the Department of Geomatics Engineering.
Kinematic International Conference Navigation Department of • Application consists of a letter describing what has
1994, Dr. M. Elizabeth Cannon and Geomatics already been accomplished in satellite navigation
Dr. Gerard Lachapelle, Faculty of Engineering and the candidate’s future research plan
Engineering, University of Calgary • Research on some

aspect of satellite
and/or other RF
positioning systems

• Will have completed
at least two relevant
graduate courses with
a minimum average
of 3.30

John Labatt Limited Scholarship Business, One at $3,000 • Students in the • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Endowed through a gift from Management Master of Business Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,
John Labatt Limited; matching and related Administration program Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
grant provided from the Province areas • Scholarship holder Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
of Alberta’s Advanced Education registered full-time
Endowment Fund during tenure of

the award.

Kathleen and Russell Lane Creative One at $1,000 • Student who are • Apply to Head, Department of English, Social
Canadian Writing Scholarship Writing enrolled in or have Sciences Building, Room 1100, University of

Endowed by the Estate of completed a graduate Calgary,  2500 University Drive NW. Calgary,
Kathleen Isobell Lane level course in Alberta  T2N 1N4 using the Graduate Scholarship

Creative Writing Application form.
• The applicant’s best work of prose or poetry should

be attached to the application.
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Name of Award
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otherwise noted, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary
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or will be registered, using a Faculty of Graduate
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departmental deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/
pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Cooper H. Langford Graduate Chemistry, One at $500 • Full-time, thesis-based • Beginning in 1998 the scholarship will rotate among
Scholarship Civil students in the the Departments of Chemistry, Civil Engineering,

Cooper H. Langford III in Engineering, Departments of Communications Studies and Philosophy.
recognition of the areas of interest Communi- Chemistry, Civil • Apply to the appropriate department by 1 February.
of four generations of Cooper H. cations Engineering,
Langfords; Cooper H. Langford Studies, Communications
of Clarksville, Arkansas, operator or Philosophy Studies, and
of open face coal mines; Cooper Philosophy
H. Langford II, Professor of
Philosophy at the University of
Michigan; Cooper H. Langford III,
Professor of Chemistry; and
Cooper H. Langford IV, journalist

Faculty of Law Graduate Natural One up to • Students in the • Application forms available from Director, Graduate
Scholarship Resources, $10,000 Faculty of Law Program, Faculty of Law

Contributions made to the Focus Energy and • Not renewable
on Natural Resources Law Environmental
Campaign; matching grant provided Law
from the Province of Alberta’s
Advanced Education Endowment
Fund

Leaders in Medicine Leaders in Variable,awards • Students entering or • Awarding of the second and third year funding of
Anonymous Donor; Faculty Medicine will be made up enrolled in the clinical the award is subject to review of progress and
of Medicine program to the value of portion of the Leaders performance.

ten full program in Medicine program in
fees each year the Faculty of Medicine

• Students who receive
Nat Christie Foundation
Medical Entrance
awards are not eligible.

Gordon Lewis Doctoral Electrical and One at $6,000 • Students entering or • Open Scholarship Competition
Graduate Scholarship Computer per year for enrolled full-time in • This award cannot be held in addition to funding

Engineering three years a doctoral program in  from a major award.
• Offered every Department of
  third year, Electrical and
  provided a Computer Engineering
  suitable • Candidates must hold
  candidate is a Master’s degree
  available. • Preference will be

given to mature
students

Anita K.F. Li Graduate Scholarship Applied One at $2,000 • Students in the • Apply to the Division of Applied Psychology.
Colleagues, friends, students, and Psychology Division of Applied
family of Anita K.F. Li, on the Psychology
occasion of her retirement from • Must have completed
the University of Calgary at least one four-month

term of graduate work
• Criteria include

involvement in activities
contributing to graduate
student well-being.
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otherwise stated, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Bernie Lieff Memorial Award Parks, One at $2,000 • Candidates must be • All applicants must include a one-page statement
Friends and family of Bernard protected in program at the describing their studies and the activities that have
Charles Lieff areas, and/or time of application contributed to the management of protected

ecosystem and be continuing their areas with their application.
management studies in the following • A Selection Committee composed of a faculty

academic session member from the Department of Geography, a
member of the Lieff family (or designate) and the
Chair of the Faculty of Graduate Studies Scholarship
Committee will review all dossiers and recommend
a suitable recipient to the Faculty of Graduate
Studies Scholarship Committee for final approval

Logos Education Society Religious One at $500 • Students in the • Apply to the Department of Religious  Studies.
Scholarship  Studies Department of

Logos Education Society of Alberta Religious Studies
• Preference is given to

applicants studying
some aspect of
Christianity or interfaith
questions or concerns.

Douglas W. Mack Award Business One at $1,000 • Students in the first • Apply to Haskayne School of Business on Faculty of
Mrs. Margaret Mack, in honour of Administration year of a full-time, Graduate Studies Graduate Scholarship Application
her husband, Mr. Douglas W. Mack; course-based Master form, and attach all documents submitted for
matching grant provided from the of Business admission to MBA program
Province of Alberta’s Advanced Administration • Deadline is 30 May.
Education Endowment Fund program

Maritime Awards Society of Any subject One at up to • Students in thesis • Open Scholarship Competition
Canada Graduate Scholarships dealing with $5,000 programs in the

Maritime Awards Society improving Faculty of Graduate
of Canada national Studies

awareness of
importance of
maritime affairs
to Canada’s
future, which
could include
economic,
environmental,
historic,
political,
scientific and
sociological
issues

The Honourable N.D. McDermid Law Maximum of • Students enrolled in • Application forms available from Dean’s Office,
Graduate Scholarships in Law two at Faculty of Law Faculty of Law

McDermid Law Fund in memory $10,000 each • Not renewable
of the late Honourable Neil
Douglas McDermid, Q.C., who
was a prominent member of the
legal profession of Alberta and the
Calgary community for many years
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.htm).

Ian N. McKinnon Memorial All areas One at $3,500 • Must be Canadian • Apply to the Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Fellowship relevant to citizen or permanent Earth Sciences Bldg. Room 720, University of

Endowed by gifts from the effective resident during Calgary, Calgary AB  T2N 1N4.
Consolidated Pipe Lines, development tenure of award
Consolidated Natural Gas Ltd., and utilization
B.P. Canada, Inc. and of energy
Kaiser Resources resources,

with special
emphasis on
economics,
engineering
and geology

Maunders R. McNeil Award Business One at $5,000 • Full-time students • Apply to Haskayne School of Business.
Maunders R. McNeil Foundation Administration in Master of Business • Deadline is 30 May.
Inc.; matching grant provided from Administration program
the Province of Alberta’s Advanced
Education Endowment Fund

Helen McWilliam Memorial School One at $2,000 • Students enrolled in • Application should be made at end of first year to
Scholarship Psychology the School Psychology Head, Division of Applied Psychology.

Relatives, friends and colleagues program of the Division • Criteria include academic excellence, skill in the
of Helen McWilliam, Supervisor of of Applied Psychology handling of children referred for testing or guidance,
School Psychology, Calgary Board evidence of interest and ability in the area of
of Education 1963-1982; School Psychology, and observations by
matching grant provided from the Faculty members of academic and practical work.
Province of Alberta’s Advanced
Education Endowment Fund

Dr. G. Barry Mellon Graduate Business One at up • Full-time students • Apply to Haskayne School of Business.
Award Administration to $1,000 in Master of Business • Deadline is 30 May.

Alberta Energy Research Institute Administration program
(AERI) whose stated area of

interest is the energy
sector

Meredith Graduate Fellowship Research that One at $25,000 • Candidates must be • No application is required. The Faculty of
Funded by the Workers’ falls within the registered full-time in Graduate Studies will request one nomination from
Compensation Board - Workers’ a doctoral program in each department. The Faculty of Graduate Studies
Alberta (WCB) Compensation any discipline at the Scholarship Committee will make the final selection.

Board’s University of Calgary.
Research • The recipient will be
Program, required to deliver
‘Solutions for one community
Safer Alberta presentation on his
Workplaces’   or her research

    .

Meredith Graduate Scholarship Research that One at $15,000 • Candidates must be • No application is required. The Faculty of
Funded by the Workers’ falls within the registered full-time in Graduate Studies will request one nomination from
Compensation Board - Workers’ a Master’s program each department. The Faculty of Graduate Studies
Alberta (WCB) Compensation in any discipline at the Scholarship Committee will make the final selection.

Board’s University of Calgary.
Research • The recipient will be
Program, required to deliver
‘Solutions for one community
Safer Alberta presentation on
Workplaces’ his or her research.
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to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

D.L. Mills Graduate Sociology Sociology One at up • Students in Department • Apply to Sociology Department.
Scholarship to $1,000 of Sociology • Criteria include exemplary participation in scholarly

Endowed by family, friends and activity or meritorious participation in activity that
University of Calgary colleagues in supports or advances the discipline.
honour of D. L. Mills; matching • The scholarship recognizes excellence in any of the
grant provided from the Province following ways: an unusually outstanding research
of Alberta’s Advanced Education paper presented in a course; the presentation of
Endowment Fund a significant paper(s) at scholarly meetings; the

publication of scholarly work; documented
leadership in organizational activity associated with
the discipline or department; outstanding
performance in contribution to a research project;
exemplary participation in professional sociological
activities.

Eric Milner Graduate Scholarship Mathematics One at $3,500 • Full-time, thesis-based • Apply to the Department of Mathematics and
Family, friends and colleagues of students in the Depart- Statistics by submitting a one-page proposal
Eric Milner. This scholarship is to ment of Mathematics describing briefly research interests and evidence
commemorate and honour the life and Statistics. The of the ability to share expertise with faculty and
of Eric Milner, who was devoted to successful candidate students.
mathematics and to sharing his should have demon-
knowledge with others. strated not only

expertise in
mathematics but also
a capacity to share
this expertise with
others, interacting with
faculty members and
other graduate
students.

Estelle Milner Memorial English One at $2,500 • Students entering the • No application is required.
Scholarship initial year of a • Departmental Selection Committee will recommend

Endowed by a gift from Dr. E.C. Master’s degree a student.
Milner in memory of Estelle Milner, program in the
the first PhD student in the Department of English
Department of English; matching
grant provided from the Province
of Alberta’s Advanced Education
Endowment Fund

Frank Mink Graduate Economics Economics One at $2,000 • Awarded to a student • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Scholarship entering a graduate Faculty of Economics.

This award is made possible program in the
through the generosity of the Department of
friends and colleagues of Frank Economics
Mink, a leader in the field of • Candidates at the time
economics who was committed to of tenure will be
furthering university education registered full-time in a

graduate program in
the Department of
Economics at the
University of Calgary.
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Morrison Scientific Inc. Prize in Statistics One at $1,000 • At time of tenure award • Apply to Department of Mathematics and Statistics.
Applied Statistics holders will be either • Application must include a 500-word essay on the

Tom Morrison, MSc 1993 fourth year under- topic “Why Applied Statistics is Important.”
graduate or graduate • Deadline is 15 November.
students in the
Department of
Mathematics and
Statistics in Statistics

Helmut Moritz Graduate Geodesy One up to • Students in Geomatics • Apply to Department of Geomatics Engineering.
Scholarship $3,000 Engineering • Selection is made on basis of creative contributions

Various private and corporate to geodesy, especially in fields of gravity field
donors; matching grant provided approximation, kinematic geodesy and
from the Province of Alberta’s geodynamics.
Advanced Education Endowment • Deadline is 15 February.
Fund

L.R. (Dick) Newby Memorial Award Geomatics One at $750 • Students in the • Apply to the Department of Geomatics Engineering
Friends, family and associates of Engineering Department of Awards Committee.
L.R. (Dick) Newby Geomatics Engineering

who are Canadian
citizens or permanent
residents and who are
preparing a thesis in
the land studies area

Carl O. Nickle Graduate Western One at $4,000 • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Scholarship Canadian Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720, Earth

Alberta Natural Gas Co. Ltd.; Studies, Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
matching grant provided from the including Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
Province of Alberta’s Advanced history,
Education Endowment Fund culture,  art,

economics,
political science;
studies related
to the growth
and
development of
Western
Canada

Chancellor Norford Graduate History One at $4,000 • Students entering a • Apply to Department of History.
Scholarship full-time graduate • May be held in combination with other awards

Alumni, students, senators, program in Department • Deadline is 1 April.
governors and other friends of the of History
University of Calgary to
commemorate Brian Norford’s
service as the fifth Chancellor,
1982-1986

Stanley Norris Memorial Graduate Education One at $2,000 • Full-time, thesis-based • Apply to the Dean, Faculty of Education.
Scholarship students in the • Application must include a short note providing

Family and friends of Stanley Norris Graduate Division of evidence of dependent children.
Educational Research

• Applicants must have
dependent children.
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Faculty of Nursing Alumni Bursary Nursing One at $1,000 • Students entering the • Apply to Faculty of Nursing.
Fund-raising activities by the first or second year of • Financial need, academic merit and demonstrated
University of Calgary Nursing the thesis or course- proficiency in nursing are considered in
Alumni based Master of making award.

Nursing program

OMAE Calgary Chapter Graduate Engineering One at $4,000 • Thesis-based students • Open Scholarship Competition
Scholarship in Engineering in Engineering

OMAE Calgary Chapter • Preference is given to
candidates whose
research will be in the
areas of offshore, arctic
or pipeline engineering
which include but are
not limited to offshore
technology such as
structures and product-
ion systems, NDT
inspection technology,
materials, arctic engi-
neering and technology,
pipeline design and
construction, compression
and metering.

Denise H.S. Owen Scholarship Applied One at $3,000 • Students in Division • Apply to Division of Applied Psychology.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.S. Owen Psychology of Applied Psychology
in memory of their daughter

Robert M.S. Owen Award Applied One at $3,500 • Students entering first • Apply to Division of Applied Psychology.
Mrs. R.M.S. Owen, in honour Psychology year of a full-time • Deadline is 15 August.
of her husband, Mr. Robert M.S. course-based Master
Owen; matching grant provided of Education program
from the Province of Alberta’s in Division of Applied
Advanced Education Endowment Psychology
Fund

Dennis Parkinson Graduate Biological One at $3,500 • Full-time second • Apply to Department of Biological Sciences
Scholarship Sciences year thesis students,

Edward A. Johnson and specializing in ecology
Kiyoko Miyanishi

Robert B. Paugh Memorial Engineering One at $750 • Students in • Open Scholarship Competition
Scholarship in Engineering Engineering

Endowed through a gift from the
family of Robert B. Paugh, a former
student of the University of Alberta

Petroleum History Society Petroleum One at $1,000 • Students registered in • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Graduate Scholarship History or admissible to Faculty Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720, Earth

Petroleum History Society of Graduate Studies Sciences Building, University of Calgary, Calgary,
AB  T2N 1N4.

John S. Poyen Scholarship Chemical and One at $3,000 • Canadian citizens or • Open Scholarship Competition
Alberta Natural Gas Co. Ltd.; Petroleum permanent residents • Winners are encouraged to collaborate with
matching grant provided from the Engineering Canadian  Energy Research Institute when area of
Province of Alberta’s Advanced and Economics study is appropriate to this association.
Education Endowment Fund
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Greta Prihodko Graduate Award in Chemistry One at $500 • Students who at the • No application is required.
Chemistry time of tenure will be
Greta Prihodko registered full-time in a

Master’s or doctoral
program in the
Department of Chemistry

• Preference will be given
to students who have
not received a major
award.

Project Management Institute – Project One at $500 • Open to candidates • Apply by sending a one-page statement
Southern Alberta Chapter Management who at the time of expressing your intent to pursue a career in Project
Graduate Scholarship tenure will be registered Management to the Project Management Committee

full- or part-time in the c/o the Department of Civil Engineering.
Project Management • The award will be made on the basis of academic
Specialization at the excellence and the written statement.
University of Calgary in • Recipients will be asked to attend a local PMI
a program leading to function for the purposes of recognition by the
an MSc, MEng, MBA, local PMI membership.
MPM, PhD or Diploma
in Project Management.

Province of Alberta Graduate Unrestricted Approximately • Students in a Master’s • Students whose awards begin in May are expected
Scholarships and Fellowships 60-70. program are eligible to carry out a full-time research program during

Scholarships are for scholarships.  the summer months.
$3,100/four • Students in a • Award is renewable in open competition.
month term. doctoral program are • Students may hold up to three units per year.
Fellowships are eligible for fellowships.
$3,500/four • Must be Canadian
month term. citizen or permanent

resident during
tenure of award

Department of Religious Studies Religious One at up • Students in the • Apply by letter to Graduate Administrator,
Graduate Scholarship Studies  to $2,000 Department of Department of Religious Studies.

Members of the Department of Religious Studies • Deadline is 31 March.
Religious Studies, University of • Preference is given
Calgary, and the Humanities to students studying
Associates Program; matching under a study permit.
grant provided from the Province
of Alberta’s Advanced Education
Endowment Fund

DB Robinson and Associates Ltd. Production and One at $1,000 • Students undertaking • Apply to the Head, Department of Chemical
Graduate Research Travel Grant processing of or two at experimental and/or and Petroleum Engineering.

DB Robinson and Associates Ltd petroleum $500 each theoretical research • Application must include a description of the
fluids related to the production conference and proposed research paper to be

and processing of presented, up-to-date transcript and a letter from
petroleum fluids the research supervisor.

• The award is to support • Deadline is 1 May.
attendance at a
conference outside of
Alberta at which the
student is presenting
a research paper
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Christiane Adèle Roy Graduate Continuing One at $4,000 • Awarded to a student • Apply to the Dean, Faculty of Continuing Education,
Scholarship  Education entering or enrolled who will recommend a suitable candidate to the

Christiane Adèle Roy (née Gratton) in the Master of Faculty of Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee
was endowed with intelligence, wit, Continuing Education for approval
and optimism.  At age 20, Chris program.
graduated from l’Université de • Competition will be
Montréal with a B.Sc. in Nutrition. adjudicated on the
Her career began as a dietician, basis of the candidates’
launching her toward the paths of contributions to the
teaching and writing. She community.
advanced as an educator, training • Preference will be
dieticians; and co-authored given to graduate
‘Children Have Diabetes Too’. students whose work
Education became one of her positively impacts the
passions, particularly in helping lives of children.
children. This scholarship, part of
her legacy, is awarded in
recognition of the vitality and joy
Chris brought not only to the
Faculty of Continuing Education,
but also to all whose lives
she touched.

Royal Trust Graduate Scholarship Social Work One at $3,000 • Students entering the • Apply to Faculty of Social Work.
in Social Work first year of a full-time • Award made on basis of academic excellence

Royal Trust Corporation of Master of Social and a stated interest in field of families with
Canada; matching grant provided Work degree program special needs.
from the Province of Alberta’s with a specialization in
Advanced Education Endowment the study of families
Fund with special needs

Polyna Savridi Memorial Vocal One up to • Students in the Master • Apply by letter to Head, Department of Music.
Foundation Scholarship Performance, $1,600 of Music programs • Letter should include a résumé, and two

Polyna Savridi Memorial Vocal letters of reference.
Foundation; matching grant Composition, • Applicants in vocal performance and vocal study
provided from the Province of or Vocal Study are required to audition. Auditions are held in
Alberta’s Advanced Education third week of March.
Endowment Fund • Applicants in vocal composition are required to

submit a portfolio of compositions.
• Specifics for audition and portfolio may be obtained

from Department of Music office.
• Award subject to renewal in open competition.

Dr. Monica Scarabello Memorial Cardiovascular One at $1,500 • Students in the • Apply to the Department of Cardiovascular and
Graduate Scholarship Research Department of Respiratory Sciences.

Family and friends in memory of Cardiovascular and • Deadline is 1 April.
Dr. Monica Scarabello. An Respiratory Sciences
excellent student and gifted • Research on some
researcher, Monica successfully aspect of cardio-
defended her PhD thesis in 1995, vascular research
describing the properties of
heart muscle.
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Eligibility: Unless
otherwise noted, open
to students who are, or
will be, registered full-
time in a thesis-based
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Faculty of Graduate
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etc:  (unless otherwise stated, applications must
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Program Details section of the Calendar for
departmental deadlines (http://www.ucalgary.ca/
pubs/calendar/current/What/Fac/GS/GSSub_F
.htm).

Peter Schiller Memorial - Continuing One at $3,000 • Students in the • Apply to the Faulty of Continuing Education.
Associates’ Bursary Education Master of Continuing • Selection will be based on acceptance into the MCE

Faculty of Continuing Education’s Education program program, academic standing in an undergraduate
Associates’ Program degree, contribution to the community and

verification that full funding is not available from the
candidate’s employer.

• Not renewable.
• Deadline is December 1.

Calgary Chapter of the Schizophrenia One at $1,200 • Students whose • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Schizophrenia Society of Alberta, research pertains to Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720, Earth
Dr. S.K. Littman Graduate Award the study of Sciences Building, University of Calgary, Calgary,

Calgary Chapter of the schizophrenia AB  T2N 1N4.
Schizophrenia Society of Alberta,
in memory of Dr. S.K. Littman

Julius Schulich Award for Business One at $6,000 • Students in the • Apply to Assistant Dean (Graduate Programs),
Entrepreneurship Administration Master of Business Haskayne School of Business.

Julius Schulich Foundation Administration program • Application should include a one-page statement
with a specialization of career objectives and the role that the proposed
in Entrepreneurship program of study in entrepreneurship will have in
Studies reaching those objectives plus two letters of

reference evaluating the probability of success.
• Deadline is 30 May.

ScotiaMcLeod Scholarship Business, One at $3,500 • Full-time Master of • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Award endowed through a gift from Management Business Administration Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,
McLeod Young Weir Limited; and related students Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
matching grant provided from the areas Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
Province of Alberta’s Advanced
Education Endowment Fund

Dr. George Self Graduate History One at $ 2,500 • Students in the • Apply to Department of History.
Scholarship Department of History • Deadline is 15 April.

Members of the Department of
History, University of Calgary;
matching grant provided from the
Province of Alberta’s Advanced
Education Fund, in honour of the
founder of the Department of History
at the University of Calgary

Chuck and Louanne Shultz International One at $10,000 • Full-time, thesis-based • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Graduate Scholarship Relations students studying Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,

Chuck and Louanne Shultz under a study permit Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.

Smith Mack Lamarsh Graduate Business One at $2,000 • Full-time Master of • Apply to Assistant Dean (Graduate Programs)
Scholarship Administration Business Administration Haskayne School of Business

Smith Mack Lamarsh, Barristers students with a • Letter of application should include a proposed
and Solicitors specialization in course of study in Entrepreneurship and New

Entrepreneurship Venture Development and a one-page statement of
Studies career objectives and the role of proposed program

in reaching stated objectives.
• Deadline is 31 May.
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time in a thesis-based

graduate program in the
Faculty of Graduate

Studies at the University
of Calgary

Charles R. Steele Memorial English One up to • Recipients must have • Apply to Department of English.
Scholarship $6,500 completed at least one

Family and friends of the late year of full-time study
Charles R. Steele; matching grant in a graduate program
provided from the Province of concentrating on
Alberta’s Advanced Education Canadian literature or
Endowment Fund culture in the

Department of English
before the commence-
ment of award.

Calgary Chapter of the Strategic Strategic One at $3,000 • Students in the • Apply to the Haskayne School of Business.
Leadership Forum Scholarship Management/ Haskayne School of • At least one award should be awarded to an MBA

The Calgary Chapter of the Planning Business student
Strategic Leadership Forum; Studies • Canadian citizens or • Deadline is 30 May.
matching grant provided from the permanent residents

Province of Alberta’s Advanced • Preference given to
Education Endowment Fund candidates who will

be in their first year
of program

Ves Thomas Memorial Scholarship Curriculum One at $1,500 • Students in Education • No application required.
Friends, family and colleagues of and Instruction who have been • The Departmental Selection Committee will
Ves Thomas (Language admitted to study in the recommend recipient to the Faculty of Graduate

Education) Language Education Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.
area • Award is non-renewable.

TransAlta Corporation International Management One at up to • Full-time Master of • No application is required.
Leadership Fellowship $10,000 Business Administration • The Associate Dean, Calgary MBA program,

TransAlta Corporation students who have Haskayne School of Business, will recommend a
demonstrated suitable candidate to the Faculty of Graduate
leadership qualities Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.
and are studying under
a study permit

TransAlta Corporation MBA Management Two at $5,000 • Full-time Master of • No application is required.
Leadership Fellowship each Business Administration • The Associate Dean, Calgary MBA program,

TransAlta Corporation students who have Haskayne School of Business, will recommend a
demonstrated leader- suitable candidate to the Faculty of Graduate
ship qualities and are Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.
Canadian citizens or
permanent residents

Trevithick Book Prize Award Resources One up to • Students registered in • Application should consist of a concise, 1000-word
Endowed through a gift from the and the $200 the RESR program description of the candidate’s research; clearly
Gordon Roy Trevithick family for Environment completing theses drafted diagrams (maximum of four) may be used.
the encouragement of innovative Program before 1 April of • Supervisor should append her/his comments on
excellence in research in the current academic innovation and quality of work, and its importance
Resources and Environment year to field.
Program; matching grant provided • Those completing • A rigid format is not defined, but the following topics
from the Province of Alberta’s theses after 1 April should be covered: aim, methods, results,
Advanced Education Endowment are eligible for interpretation of results, implications and for
Fund competition the relations to general field of study.

following year. • Submission should be sent to Chair, RESR
• Student may enter Awards Committee.

competition only once. • Committee reserves right to obtain advice and
evaluation of members of a student’s examining
committee.
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TSX Group Research Proposal Management Value and • Full-time doctoral • Applications are judged on theoretical,
Competition Award or Social Number students with an methodological and practical merit.

Alberta Stock Exchange Sciences determined by approved thesis • Applicants must demonstrate the potential
Selection proposal who are in contribution of the thesis to the aims and activities
Committee   the Haskayne School of TSX Group of Companies, including the Toronto

of Business or the Stock Exchange, TSX Venture Exchange and/
Faculty of Social or TSX Markets.
Sciences • Management students apply to the Associate Dean

(Research and PhD Programs), Haskayne School
of Business; Social Science students apply to the
Associate Dean (Research), Social Sciences by 31
July.

• Application must include a 10-page thesis proposal,
research budget, résumé and appraisal letter from
the supervisor.

• Recipients will be required to make a presentation
of their proposals and completed theses and
provide a 10-page summary of the practical
implications of the completed thesis to members of
the TSX Group.

University of Calgary Alumni Unrestricted One at $2,500 • U of C Alumni who at • Open Scholarship Competition
Association Graduate Scholarship the time of tenure will

Alumni of the Faculty of Graduate be registered full-time
Studies at the University of Calgary in a thesis program at

the University of
Calgary

University of Calgary Nursing Any area or One at $1,250 • Students in a Master’s • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Alumni Scholarship discipline at program who intend to Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,

the Master’s make a career in Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
level related Nursing and are Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
to Nursing registered members of

the University of
Calgary Faculty of
Nursing Alumni
Association

University of Calgary Silver Unrestricted Approximately • Students in doctoral • In no case will award be less than $16,000.
Anniversary Graduate Fellowships four up to programs • Awards renewable once upon presentation

Anonymous Donor; matching grant $20,000; • Students who hold a of evidence of satisfactory progress.
provided from the Province of Honorary major, external award • Candidates will normally be in the first or second
Alberta’s Advanced Education awards at may be eligible to year of program at the time of application.
Endowment Fund $4,000 hold an Honorary • Candidates wishing to apply for the scholarship to be

award. held in years 4 and 5 will be required to provide a
• Candidates must be rationale explaining why they should be considered.

residents of Canada.

Universities Technologies Medicine, Three at • Full-time doctoral • One award will be for either a doctoral student
International Inc. Fellowship Engineering, $15,000 students or post- or post-doctoral fellow in each of Medicine,

University Technologies and Science doctoral fellows in Engineering, and Science.
International Inc. Through the Medicine, Engineering, • Applications are not required. Departments will
awarding of this Fellowship, UTI and Science recommend candidates to the Dean of their Faculty
wishes to encourage the who will forward a nomination to the Faculty of
recruitment of high calibre Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee for
doctoral and post-doctoral approval if the nominee is a doctoral student.
candidates
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W.R. Unruh Scholarship Applied One at $10,000 • Students who at the • Open Scholarship Competition
Dr. W.R. Unruh Psychology (with the option time of tenure will

to award two at be registered full-time
$5,000 each) in a thesis program in

the Division  of Applied
Psychology

Jean McFarlane Vallance Graduate Family One at $400 • Students in the Master • Apply to the Faculty of Nursing.
Scholarship in Family Systems Systems of Nursing program
Nursing Nursing whose focus of study is

Vallance and Co. family systems nursing

Vedanta Society Graduate Eastern One at up • Students in Department • Apply by letter to Graduate Administrator,
Scholarship Religions to $1,000 of Religious Studies Department of Religious Studies.

Vedanta Society of Calgary,
Ragamala Performing Arts of
Canada, and Hindu Society of
Calgary; matching grant provided
from the Province of Alberta’s
Advanced Education Endowment
Fund

Philip E. Vernon Award Humanities, One, at up • Full-time, post- • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Dorothy Vernon; colleagues, Social Sciences, to $1,700 candidacy students in Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720, Earth
former students and friends of Applied a doctoral program Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
Professor P. E. Vernon; matching Psychology, • Preference will be Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
grant from the Province of Alberta’s Fine Arts given to students in
Education Endowment Fund with special their final terms or

reference to year, because the
Music and award is intended to
Genetics help free holder to

concentrate on final
preparation, submission
and defence of thesis.

• Preference given to
students studying
mental measurement,
human abilities,
personality development
and assessment,
intelligence and cultural
environment, giftedness,
creativity, heredity/
environment and the
psychology of music.

Sharon Aikenhead Waugh Curriculum One at up • Students in Education • No application required.
Memorial Scholarship and Instruction  to $1,500 who have completed • Departmental Selection Committee from the

Endowed by Dr. and Mrs. J.D. (Reading) at least two graduate Graduate Division of Educational Research will
Aikenhead and the Calgary and courses in Language nominate a candidate for approval by the Faculty
District Council of the International Arts Education and are of Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee.
Reading Association, in memory preparing a thesis which
of Sharon Waugh has an emphasis on

Language Arts
Education

Henrietta Weyland Graduate Mathematics One at $2,500 • Full-time students in • Open Scholarship Competition
Scholarship in Mathematics and Statistics the Department of

Henrietta Weyland Mathematics and
Statistics
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Terry and Sue White Doctoral Unrestricted One at $10,000 • Open to students • Apply to Chair, Graduate Scholarship Committee,
Scholarship registered full-time Faculty of Graduate Studies, Rm. 720,

In honour of Dr. White’s term as in a doctoral program Earth Sciences Building, University of Calgary,
the 6th President of the Calgary, AB  T2N 1N4.
University of Calgary

Robert T.D. Wickenden Memorial Micropalaeon- One at $1,500 • Students in a doctoral • The Department of Geology and Geophysics will
Scholarship tology, program nominate a candidate for approval by the Faculty of

Lyla E. Wickenden in honour Geology • Preference is given Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee.
of her husband, Robert T.D. to applicants whose
Wickenden research focuses on

Micropalaeontology.

Wigham Family Scholarship Greek and Two awards at • Students with a proven • A letter of application, including a description of
Endowed by Darol and Ev Wigham Roman Studies $2,500 each at interest in Mediterra- the project to be undertaken, should be submitted to

or Archaeology either the nean Studies, the Department. A letter of support from the
undergraduate registered at the Graduate Coordinator must also be submitted.
or graduate University of Calgary • Recipients will use the award to defray travel
level but at in a major, minor or expenses  associated with a period of overseas
least one at the graduate program study or fieldwork.
undergraduate offered by the • Recipients may be required to give a public
level Department of Greek presentation of the project on their return.

and Roman Studies or
the Department of
Archaeology.

• Preference will be given
to applicants with a
confirmed registration
in either an academic
course in Mediterranean
Studies or a field
excavation in the
Mediterranean or
Europe.

• Graduate candidates
must be registered
full-time in a degree
program in the
Department of Greek
and Roman Studies
or in the Department
of Archaeology.

Sharon Wilkens Graduate Award Biological One at up • Full-time students in • No application is necessary.
Family, friends and colleagues Sciences  to $700 Biological Sciences • The Department of Biological Sciences will
of Sharon Wilkens who have served as a nominate a candidate for approval by the Faculty

Graduate Teaching of Graduate Studies Scholarship Committee.
Assistant during the • Award is based on academic excellence
preceding year and teaching ability.
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Robert A. Willson Doctoral Management One up to • Students in a doctoral • Apply to Haskayne School of Business.
Management Scholarship $10,000 program in the • Deadline is 30 May.

University of Calgary, the Haskayne Haskayne School of
School of Business Future Fund Business

• While academic
excellence is essential,
candidates should also
present evidence of
leadership in their
academic or professional
background.

• A prime objective is to
produce a noteworthy
leader in management
teaching and research
who has a broad
appreciation of manage-
ment’s role in society.

K & M Winter Scholarship Music One at $1,000 • Candidates must play a • No application is required.
This award is made possible stringed instrument in • The Head of the Music Department will recommend
through the generosity and love of the University of a suitable candidate(s) to the Faculty of Graduate
music of Keith and Marianne Winter, Calgary Orchestra. Studies Scholarship Committee for approval.
on the occasion of their wedding

Joe Woodsworth Memorial Applied One at up • Students enrolled in • Apply to Department of Applied Psychology.
Scholarship Psychology to $9,000 the Division of Applied • Criteria include academic excellence and evidence

Family members, friends, students Psychology of interest and ability in the applied areas of
and colleagues of Dr. Joseph Applied Psychology.
Woodsworth


